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The Wheel of Time is now an original series on Prime Video, starring Rosamund Pike as
Moiraine!In Lord of Chaos, the sixth novel in Robert Jordan’s #1 New York Times bestselling
epic fantasy series, The Wheel of Time®, Rand al’Thor, the Dragon Reborn, builds his army of
Light even as sworn enemies--and supposed allies--move against him.Now ruling Tear, Andor,
and Caemlyn, among other nations, Rand is recruiting all men capable of channeling to be
trained as his Asha'man soldiers. The warrior Aiel clans have pledged loyalty to Rand,
acknowledging him as their chief of chiefs, even though the Shaido Aiel remain a threat.Split into
two factions, the Aes Sedai of the White Tower and their rebel counterparts both seek to ally
themselves with the Dragon Reborn. Rand knows all too well the manipulative nature of the Aes
Sedai, no matter which side of their internal war they stand upon. But even he cannot predict just
how desperate, cruel, and treacherous they can be.And in the shadows, the Forsaken and the
Dark One are conjuring even more chaos...Since its debut in 1990, The Wheel of Time® by
Robert Jordan has captivated millions of readers around the globe with its scope, originality, and
compelling characters. The last six books in series were all instant #1 New York Times
bestsellers, and The Eye of the World was named one of America's best-loved novels by PBS's
The Great American Read.The Wheel of Time®New Spring: The Novel#1 The Eye of the
World#2 The Great Hunt#3 The Dragon Reborn#4 The Shadow Rising#5 The Fires of
Heaven#6 Lord of Chaos#7 A Crown of Swords#8 The Path of Daggers#9 Winter's Heart#10
Crossroads of Twilight#11 Knife of DreamsBy Robert Jordan and Brandon Sanderson#12 The
Gathering Storm#13 Towers of Midnight#14 A Memory of LightBy Robert Jordan and Teresa
PattersonThe World of Robert Jordan's The Wheel of TimeBy Robert Jordan, Harriet McDougal,
Alan Romanczuk, and Maria SimonsThe Wheel of Time CompanionBy Robert Jordan and Amy
RomanczukPatterns of the Wheel: Coloring Art Based on Robert Jordan's The Wheel of Time

“The solid performances by Kate Reading and Michael Kramer add a new dimension to the
story, especially in the way these veteran narrators breathe life into the inner thoughts of the
many major players.” ―AudioFile on Crossroads of TwilightAbout the AuthorROBERT JORDAN
(1948-2007) is best known for his internationally bestselling epic fantasy series The Wheel of
Time®, which has sold over 40 million copies in North America and is currently being adapted
for the screen. A native of Charleston, Jordan graduated from The Citadel, the Military College
of South Carolina, with a degree in physics. He served two tours in Vietnam with the U.S. Army
and received multiple decorations for his service.Kate Reading is the recipient of multiple
AudioFile Earphones Awards and has been named by AudioFile magazine as a “Voice of the
Century,” as well as the Best Voice in Science Fiction & Fantasy in 2008 and 2009 and Best
Voice in Biography & Culture in 2010. She has narrated works by such authors as Jane Austen,



Robert Jordan, Edith Wharton, and Sophie Kinsella. Reading has performed at numerous
theaters in Washington D.C. and received a Helen Hayes Award for her performance in Aunt
Dan and Lemon. AudioFile magazine reports that, "With subtle control of characters and sense
of pacing, Kate’s performances are a consistent pleasure."Michael Kramer has narrated over
100 audiobooks for many bestselling authors. He read all of Robert Jordan’s epic Wheel of Time
fantasy-adventure series as well as Brandon Sanderson’s The Stormlight Archive series. He
received AudioFile magazine's Earphones Award for the Kent Family series by John Jakes and
for Alan Fulsom's The Day After Tomorrow. Known for his “spot-on character portraits and
accents, and his resonant, well-tempered voice” (AudioFile), his work includes recording books
for the Library of Congress’s Talking Books program for the blind and physically
handicapped.Kramer also works as an actor in the Washington, D.C. area, where he lives with
his wife, Jennifer Mendenhall (a.k.a. Kate Reading), and their two children. He has appeared as
Lord Rivers in Richard III at The Shakespeare Theatre, Howie/Merlin in The Kennedy Center’s
production of The Light of Excalibur, Sam Riggs and Frederick Savage in Woody Allen’s Central
Park West/Riverside Drive, and Dr. Qari Shah in Tony Kushner’s Homebody/Kabul at Theatre J.
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Alexander Stein, “Long and Dense but Excellent. This one took me quite a lot longer to get
through than any of the preceding books in the series. It was very enjoyable, but also very dense.
A number of people complain that books at this point in the series are difficult to get through
because of the excessive detail...and they're not wrong. Despite that, I enjoyed every single
page. Looking forward to Book #7.”

Bryan Desmond, “Let the Lord of Chaos rule.. I am still reeling from that ending. And sucker for a
good ending that I am, this one earns an easy five stars; it would likely have earned them
anyway.It's hard to look at the book as a whole at the moment rather than just gush about that
ending, and it is increasingly hard to review these without gushing in general about a bunch of
spoiler material.Lord of Chaos, the sixth installment in the Wheel of Time. I remain heavily
immersed in this story and world. Though it may take a little time to really sink back in when I
take a multi-book break, getting comfortable again within this world is very rewarding. In fact I
noticed with this book, though it was true in some if not all of the ones before it, that the Wheel of
Time rewards readers for dedicating solid chunks of time to reading it consecutively; and that
reward is a more immersive experience of course. I find that I enjoy Jordan's series more when I
sit down and dedicate three or four chapter's time to it; rather than when I read only one, or less
even, and set it down.This book had a notably slow pace in the first half or so. It did. There was
scheming, and posturing, planning, thinking, talking. Politics. This was noticeable. However it
really didn't take away from my enjoyment of the story. Because while the aforementioned
activities may be a bit slower, they are very interesting. Especially when those things center
around Rand al'Thor, as his situation at this point in the books is just so enticing to me. He has
come a long, long way from the farm boy from the Two Rivers. A long way. His chapters were
truly excellent in this one, and his character growth has been the most intense, and the most
believable.I was also pleased to see the girls' plot lines pick up in this installment, after a few
relatively major developments. For a long time it felt like Egwene, Nynaeve, and Elayne were
treading water, and shuffling their feet. But Jordan definitely has them back on track, and is
steering their sections of the story in a way that is fun to read; which wasn't always the case with
them, especially when compared to events like those surrounding Rand and Mat, or Perrin.
Speaking of Perrin, I was glad of his re-entrance into the story (even if it did take an entire book,
and a good chunk of this one as well). Nynaeve's story arc is especially interesting to me, and is
building toward big things, I think, and Jordan is fleshing her out well. At the beginning of this
story Nynaeve comes across as an unlikable woman full of anger, annoying almost everyone
around her. Jordan gives us a bit of understanding as to her motivations, but not a lot. Now
though, spending more time with her, we get a deeper understanding of her. Of her anger. Of her
drives. I'm enjoying it. Egwene also has her time to shine in this one, and seemingly will have
much more time to do so in the future. Elayne has yet to grow on me much; and while I'm being



critical, Rand's relationship(s) is clumsily done at best. It really is. And it's just odd. It's not as
strange as it could be, given the amount of foreshadowing that went into it, but still it's odd.One
more down, and eight more to go, I'm left feeling like I don't have any idea where the series will
go. If that is the punch that the end of the sixth book throws.. Where can it go from here? Only
one way to found out.”

Greg Polansky, “40 Sniffs Later. The climactic end of The Fires of Heaven saw several Forsaken
dead or captured. Lanfear was killed by Moiraine. Rahvin was balefired out of existence by Rand.
Asmodean was killed by some nameless character (to be revealed much later). And Moghedian
was captured by Nynaeve. And by now you should see a pattern. Forsaken are killed off in odd
numbered books. Balthamael and Aginor in Book 1. Be'lal and Ishamael in Book 3. The above in
Book 5.Now, at the start of Lord of Chaos, Rand is in charge of both Cairhien and Caemlyn.
During his stretches of the book, at least in the first 3/4, we see lots of diplomatic maneuvering
between Rand and Aes Sedai in both cities mentioned previously. One diplomatic mission is
from Tar Valon. The other from Salidar. Both sets of Aes Sedai seek control over Rand, although
one set appears to be "nicer" than the other. Either way, during the book if you already had some
contempt for the Aes Sedai you're going to love hating them even more because they are some
of the most petty, nasty and insufferable women of the entire series. How far they have fallen
from the Aes Sedai of the Age of Legends.Meanwhile, during the Egwene sections of the book,
and her POV is the second greatest, we see her being summoned to Salidar. This is quite sad.
Why? Because her POV gave us insight into the Aiel, probably the most interesting people of the
entire series. Now, without her there, we see her POV among the Aes Sedai of Salidar.After
Rand and Egwene, the other sections of the book focus on way too many characters. Jordan
fractures his book into so many points of view that one wonders if he was trying to make his
book into a simulacrum of the Patterns of the Ages. For instance, while The Fires of Heaven had
20 points of view, Lord of Chaos had 47 different points of view. The man was clearly in love with
his own writing and needed a better editor to tell him to focus on the main characters and stop
introducing new characters. Still, the chapters on Nynaeve are probably some of my favorite of
the series. Why? Because between this book and the next, Nynaeve comes to certain
conclusions and we are invited to see those same conclusions. One of them is that the Aes
Sedai are always convinced that they know more than they do. This features quite prominently in
one particular scene where Nynaeve successfully does something that not even the Age of
Legends Aes Sedai managed to do.Mat also appears in the book. I have to admit I used to hate
Mat. But during this reread I actually grew to like Mat and understand him better. His points of
view are always interesting in that he keeps being pushed to do something he doesn't want to
do, and yet he does it really well. He also has one particular memory that is interesting for those
who enjoy the history of the Randlands.Perrin appears too. And with him, Faile - the most
juvenile and nasty character of the entire series. Seriously, certain Forsaken appear better than
Faile does. Some of Faile's actions will leave you wondering how anyone could love this abusive



person. Towards the beginning of the book Perrin feels the pull of Rand on him and journeys to
him. At least this gets his plot line entwined back with Rand. Sadly, Mat is now with Aviendha
and Egwene in Salidar/Ebou Dar. Ah well, can't have everything. And the Perrin-Rand plot line
leads to Dumai's Wells. One of the favorite scenes for many. Not mine. But to each his own. Still,
the outcome of Dumai's Wells is probably one of the bigger game changers of the entire
series.I've been keeping track of the sniffs in the book because Jordan has his women sniff way
too much. For this book Nynaeve retains her lead,Nynaeve - IIIII IIIEgwene - IIILarine - IIIMin -
IIAviendha - IILeane - IIRomanda - IIEdelle - IBreane - IGraendal - ISomara - ICarlinya - IBeonin -
IElayne - IAmys - IIdrien - ICorvil - IErith - IGalina - IVandene - ISorilea - ISiuan - INildra - IDeira -
IMelaine - IAnd for the six book so far, Nynaeve is so far in the lead that I don't see how anyone
can take her crown of sniffs away.Nynaeve - IIIII IIIII IIIII IIIII IIIII IIIII IIIII II (37)Egwene - IIIII IIIII IIII
(14)Aviendha - IIIII IIIII II (12)Elayne - IIIII IIIII I (11)Leane - IIIII II (7)Moiraine - IIIII II (7)Faile - IIIII
(5)Min - IIIISuian Sanche - IIIILanfear/Selene - IIILarine - IIIMelaine - IIIBair - IICook at Inn -
IIElaida - IILiandrin - IILaras, Mistress of the Kitchens - IIRomanda - IIAdine - IAilhuin - IAludra -
IAmys - IBeonin - IBornhold - I (still the only man to ever sniff)Breane - ICarlinya - ICorvil - IDeira
- IEdelle - IErith - IFemales in Crowd - IGalina - IGraendal - IIdrien - IJeaine - IJeaine - ILini -
IMarin al'Vere - INildra - IRendra - ISomara - ISorilea - ISuroth - ITavern Wenches at the Woman
of Tanchico Inn - IVandene - IVerin - IWoman in Fal Dara - IWomen of Emond's Field - I”

Meerkat, “Author seems. We’re up to book 6 now and the action does seem remarkably slower
now. Annoyingly, much of the book seems preoccupied with repeating information we already
know, or what the women are wearing, or what has previously happened (even if it was only a
few chapters ago). The brief action sequences are amazing. The author seems to have very little
confidence in the readers ability to keep up. And in all fairness, towards the end I found it hard to
remember all the names. There are around 50+ named characters in this volume alone. Still, I’m
invested now and I’ve heard the books pick up pace towards the end so I will continue. However
this book did feel like a slog.”

Pillionrider, “Good fantasy novel. This is my second time of reading. I read the hardcover version
as it was released. I note that some people are saying that the novels have quite a bit of recap,
they must remember that the recap is there to remind people what happened previously, there
were long gaps between each book being released and were quite useful.”

Four Winds, “ebook version has chunks of text missing, and errors all over!. I give 4 stars for the
book, but kindle users beware! I have sent so many content error reports about all the books in
this series that now I just can't be bothered to send in any more. At the start of the ebook it says
that it was 'produced by JOUVE FRANCE.' It is clear to me that the people making the e-version
have not even bothered to read it (or the rest of the series) when complete: it is clear that there
are chunks of text missing from the start of at least two chapters, and errors throughout the rest



of the book.This French company are going to ruin the authors' and original publishers'
reputation with their illiterate incompetence.Most errors in an ebook I have seen up to now.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Missing pages. I am very pleased with all Robert Jordan books except
for this having pages 277 to 324 missing.I would like a complete Lord of Chaos to replace this
copy please, and I will return the copy I have.”

The book by Melanie Davis Jones has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 9,219 people have provided
feedback.
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